Gerry Wood, Independent Member for Nelson, says that a survey handed out at a meeting of over 150 residents of Elizabeth Valley on Saturday by the Member for Goyder clearly showed that there is widespread opposition to the proposed Noonamah Ridge development.

It is clear from the returns of the survey that nearly 100% of people said no to this development but it is also clear that the Government and the Planning Commission are 100% deaf because they are not listening.

Gerry said Noonamah Ridge should be in Weddell and the proposed Noonamah Ridge land should return to being rural and its proper name of Lloyd Creek.

The survey asked if people supported the Intrapac development called Noonamah Ridge, whether the land should remain rural and if they had any other thoughts on the issues.

Below are the results compiled from Kezia Purich’s office.
Collated results from residents at Noonamah Ridge
Elizabeth Valley Meeting - Survey 9/4/16

1. Yes support Development
2. No don't support development
3. Yes remain Rural
4. No remain rural
5. Comments and suggestions